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Mission Statement
The mission of the North Carolina State Firefighters’
Association is to serve our 55,000+ members. We will
respond to our members needs by using effective means
of communication, providing defined financial benefits,
and developing needed programs.

Vision
The North Carolina State Firefighters’ Association is a
member driven organization that excels in communicating
the needs of fire and emergency services in our state,
engaging politically, training our members, and being
responsible stewards of the financial resources we are
entrusted with that will maximize the benefits to our
current and future membership.
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President
Taking Care of Each Other

President
Anthony Penland
Fire Chief, Swannanoa Fire
Department

anthony@NCSFA.com

WOW, where did the time go? It seems like it was
only yesterday that I stood before the association at
the 2018 banquet becoming the 131st President in
our storied history. I remember those congratulatory
remarks on that night with most ending with the
same words; Hang on it will go fast. Boy were they
right.
I have been part of the North Carolina fire
service for 29 years and I have to say I love putting
my uniform on each and every day. It did not take
long for me to understand that it was my calling to
serve others as it is with many others. This job is not
for everyone. WE are here because we love the thrill
of doing things that others will not or cannot do.
Unless I am missing something, none of us got into
this profession for the money. I do not recall a time
when firefighters have crashed the economy
because they took millions of dollars in bonuses and
bailouts. We ALL were called and we ALL realize
that we can make a difference in the lives of those
we serve. But I ask you, is that all there is to this job?
Is serving our citizens all that we were called to do?
It is my belief that we are very good at taking care
of our citizens.
There is not a fire chief,
including myself, in this state or country that does not
believe his or her firefighters are the best. When a
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citizen dials 911 they know that they are going
to get the best of the best. But I believe we, the
fire service leaders, have a greater calling. It is
our duty to make sure that WE are taking care
of the best of the best. We need to make sure
that they, our firefighters, are being spoken for
and cared for. Taking care of the firefighters of
this state has to be priority one.
Now, I am not just talking about making
sure they have the proper equipment, we are
doing a pretty good job of that. I am talking
about making sure that our greatest assets,
our firefighters, are being looked out for. On
the fire ground we are taught after any change
in the status of the event that we do a
Personnel Accountability Report (PAR). We
have communications checking in every twenty
to thirty minutes to make sure that we are
okay. It should be a priority to those in
leadership to make sure that their personnel
are accounted for. But is PAR on the fire
ground all that there is to make sure our
personnel are accounted for. What about after
the incident is over?
Studies have shown that firefighters are at a
more heightened risk of developing Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) than in any
other
profession.
People
who
have
experienced multiple traumatic events are at
greater risk of developing PTSD. This job may
not be for everyone, but for those who have
decided it is for them, they are experiencing
things that is beyond the imagination. So, I ask
you again, do WE have PAR after the incident?
Firefighter suicide is a topic that no one
likes to discuss and no one likes to hear the
news that another firefighter has taken their
life. In a 2017 there were 196 firefighter
deaths, 103 of those was the firefighter taken
their own life. It has been stated many times
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that fire departments are three times more
likely to suffer a firefighter suicide than a line of
duty death. THIS IS NOT AND SHOULD NOT
BE ACCEPTABLE!
What can we do? We as the North Carolina
Fire Service need to continue to push the
issues with our state leaders. We need to
make sure that after the incident we have
parameters in place that gives the firefighter
the opportunity to speak up and seek help. We
need to make sure that we support and
encourage firefighters to come forth when
things they have seen are hindering their way
of life. Sometimes we just need someone to
simply be there, not to fix anything or do
anything in particular, but just to let us feel that
we are supported and cared about. Please
TAKE CARE OF EACH OTHER.
I would have never thought 29 years ago
when I first joined the Swannanoa Fire
Department that I would one day be President
of the NCSFA. What a journey it has been and
as it nears the end, I want to give thanks to all
those who have granted me this opportunity.
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First and foremost, I want to thank my
Heavenly Father. I look to him every day for
guidance. Second is my lovely wife Cindy, who
has stood beside me and allowed me to
accomplish many things. To the WNCAFF
membership, thank you for putting your trust in
me to serve each one of you. To all the Past
Presidents of the NCSFA, through your
leadership and guidance you have forged a
path that will continue to place our association
at the top. To the current executive board,
thank you for your support to me. It has been a
privilege to serve with each of you. Lastly,
Tim, Ed, Dean, Kris, Debbie, Dan and
Sandie… there are not enough words in the
dictionary to describe what the staff does for
our association and what it has meant to me to
serve alongside of all of you. You are the face
of our association; you live it each and every
day and I say thank you. You are the best.
We are anticipating another great
conference in Raleigh this year. I hope to see
many of you there. God Bless and May God
Bless the North Carolina Fire Service.

NCSFA Oﬃce 1.888.546.2732
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Executive Director
Change is a Constant

Executive Director

Tim Bradley

tim@NCSFA.com

This year was an eventful year for the NCSFA as
always. We’ve continued to adjust to our changing
society, while always remembering that our
membership is our customer, and we’re here to serve
and provide benefits for them. Closing out the year,
after months of preparation, we returned to our home
location.
The first week of June, 2019, the Officers and Staff
of the NCSFA returned to the Quorum Center in
downtown Raleigh after 28 months of relocation. Over
two years ago, on the evening of Friday, March 16th,
2017, one of the most devastating fires the City of
Raleigh had in decades ripped through a 5-story
apartment building under construction in the 300 block
of Jones Street downtown. The Quorum Center, right
across the street, which housed our offices was
heavily damaged with radiant heat, some direct flame
impingement, and water damage from protecting
streams and sprinkler systems, totally displacing our
operations. Fortunately, no one was killed and only
one minor injury with the Raleigh Fire Department,
who did a magnificent job keeping the fire from
progressing further and doing more damage.
The fire was an inconvenience to NCSFA staff
more than anything else, with moving out, and then
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back again, replacing lost or damaged
equipment, records and even losing personal
items that could not be replaced. The event
complicated services to our members and
taxed our staff, but in the end, I suspect our
membership noticed very little change in our
day to day service. It was our intent from the
onset of the event to continue service without
interruption or delay. For the most part I
believe we accomplished that goal.
There were several lessons reinforced in
our adventure. First, no one is immune from
fire. We were in a modern, sprinklered building
in the heart of Downtown Raleigh, yet not only
were we displaced we also lost records,
equipment, and personal items. Second, it is
imperative that businesses make contingency
plans in the event of disaster. We were back
up and running within a few days with email
and phones, and within two weeks we were
housed, settled and operating at full capacity. I
was proud that our staff made the adjustment
and carried on for our membership.
Charles Darwin once wrote that “It’s not the
strongest of species that survives, nor the most
intelligent, but the one most responsive to
change”. That’s a lesson for us all.
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NCSFA Legislative Day
May 15, 2019
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First Vice President
How Quickly Do We
Extinguish the “Fire?”
First Vice-President
A.C. Rich
Deputy Fire Chief,
Northern Wake
Fire Department
Battalion Chief, Youngsville
Fire Department
AC@NCSFA.com

Greetings everyone! I wish to first thank you all for
this opportunity to serve you as a member of the
NCSFA Executive Board.
It is a truly humbling
experience and an honor. What a year it has been! As
many may know, I retired from my primary fire service
career with the Raleigh Fire Department in November
2018. With that change, new and exciting chapters
have opened up and I am very excited about the future
of the fire service in North Carolina! We have so much
to be proud of!
As I considered the topic of this article, I could not
help but ponder how firefighters tend to “think” when
confronted with challenges and adversity, not
necessarily at incidents, but in daily interactions. We
certainly have many decisions to make daily and if you
think about it, we are the people who “get it done” with
selfless application of service to our communities. We
are a group where pride in our work is so very evident
through not only our passion for the service, but also
our compassion for others in need. We are especially
passionate about not only what we “do” but also what
we “know.” We are indeed servants that are taught
and conditioned from the beginning to quickly react and
effectively respond to emergencies. That’s what we
do. It is instinctive!
So, let us explore the “react” part a little and
consider our non-emergency (station) activities and
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interactions with each other.
As many
know, firefighters are typically engaged in
emergency response approximately 1%-3%
of their duty time, so there is ample time for
us to be interactive with each other in
thought and activity. That surely leaves us a
lot of time to get to know each other for sure
and to learn our strengths and weaknesses.
In addition, we often pride ourselves on
being correct and accurate, and may be
offended when a contrasting opinion may
arise.
Did I mention we are already
conditioned to be reactive? Wow, I can see
a potential perfect storm brewing here.
Think about it… contrasting opinions or
beliefs at a firehouse! Here’s a good one…
the age old “debate” of fog nozzles vs.
smooth bore nozzles. BOOM… conflict!
Get the picture?
Since we are already skilled in tactics
and strategy on emergencies for successful
and (hopefully) lasting outcomes, we should
try to use that same philosophical approach
more frequently for professional and
personal interactions. In theory it is the
same process, just not in the same
environment. What I mean is do we always
think before engagement with others or do
we quickly provide a position or solution
without enough insight? Many academics in
the field of social psychology and leadership
term this thought process as strategic
thinking vs. tactical thinking, and it is
reflected in business to manage change and
resolve problems.
Firefighters are one of the very best at
solving problems on emergencies but
sometimes due to our disposition, we may
stumble when we engage with each other
off the “fire ground.” It is understood (just
like on the fire ground) that a quick decision
must sometimes be made in an
administrative
role
or
environment.
However quite often we actually have
enough time to digest issues before
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reaching a decision or simply “parking the
mule.” Maybe it is often a better approach for
us to avoid the instinctive drive for an
immediate solution and work towards being
more intuitive by seeking results that yield
long-term success. To add, sometimes it pays
off to be more analytical when dealing with
adversity. It certainly will take something us
firefighters hate to exercise… patience.
In closing, I encourage everyone to always
think before you leap! Consider alternatives
and the root cause of issues instead of quickly
“extinguishing the fire” without enough insight
given to the cause. Engage peers, mentors,
and experts for ideas and opinions.
I
completely suspect if we are more “strategic”
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we will enjoy more positive outcomes and in
turn foster much better relationships overall!
This opinion is so true and needed more than
ever now, especially given the modern-day fire
service’s
newer
technologies,
updated
methods, and emerging trends. Adaptability is
always critical, but open mindedness is crucial.
It has certainly been a challenge for me over
the years, but I have learned through
experience and counsel by mentors that in the
end it is more beneficial to be considerate,
patient, and strategic!
I hope you all have a prosperous year and
may God bless each of you!
Stay safe!

NCSFA Oﬃce 1.888.546.2732
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Second Vice President
Consistency and
Change
Second Vice-President
Scott Rogers
Deputy Chief,
Nash County
Emergency Services
scott@NCSFA.com

As I began to write another annual report article,
it is hard to believe another year has passed. When
I was younger and older people talked of “time flying”
I didn’t quite understand, but now I do! The good
news is we have all heard that “time flies when
you’re having fun”, and what a pleasure it has been
to spend another year serving the firefighters of the
State of North Carolina. I am forever grateful to the
wonderful folks of the Eastern region for giving me
the opportunity to join this board and to you all that
elected me as 2nd Vice-President.
Over the past year I have had the pleasure of
attending meetings around the state, as well as
trainings, conferences and the like, and a recurring
topic is change in the fire service. It seems to always
include a discussion of tradition……or lack of
change. As early as 1787 when the framers of the
United States Constitution convened in Philadelphia,
they wrestled with the profound question, how to
create a practical framework that would be both
flexible and durable. Go to far in one direction,
putting in too many specific strictures, and the
Constitution would become either a straightjacket or
irrelevant. Go too far in the other direction, providing
only broad and general guidelines, and the
Constitution would lack “teeth” and fail to provide the
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practical guidepost that meld a diverse group of
people and individuals into a single union. There
must be a coherent, consistent, enduring
framework holding the enterprise together,
preventing disintegration into a group of
independent little countries. So, they came up
with an ingenious invention, the amendment
mechanism. Though the first in human history,
this mechanism would allow the Constitution to
evolve organically enabling future generations to
adjust as situations arose that the founders could
never had envisioned.
Don’t we have the same charge as fire
service leaders?
Don’t we have the
responsibility to ensure we continue to develop
methods and processes so that the fire service
continues to meet the needs of our communities
in a future world we cannot envision? I have
recently been considering this in regards to our
work with lawmakers to affect positive change in
the legislature. I have begun to view this as the
ability to hold two specific traits in balance:
consistency and change. We can look at it this
way: The best performers are, of course,
consistent.
They work hard, set goals for
themselves and their organizations and they
achieve them. They plan diligently and produce
excellent results for their constituents’ time and
time again. They are diligent and possess
resilience and grit. But, if organizational leaders
are merely consistent, they risk rigidity.
In
changing environments, they can struggle to
adapt and may cling to old habits and practices
until those practices become counterproductive,
distracting them from the more important new
work that needs to be done.
On the other side of the spectrum, great
leaders are agile and adapt to change constantly.
They pivot when needed, are intellectually
curious,
ready
to
learn
from
others,
communicative and collaborative. But, just as
consistency can become rigidity, agility can
become a lack of focus when it isn’t tempered by
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consistency. Purely agile leaders may be
visionaries and change agents, but lack the
single-mindedness and dedication to execute
the vision and mission of their organization.
Therefore, it is the combination of
consistency and change that leaders can
become
strategic,
performing
the
organization’s purpose with excellence, but
changing course when the situation demands.
Strategic leaders must be agile to change and
consistent at the same time.
As we enter our new year and I assume
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the role of 1st Vice-President and serve as
Chairman of the Joint Legislative Committee, I
vow to try and be consistent while open to
change. I am encouraged by the work that has
been done. We have collectively enjoyed
success and built wonderful relationships in the
Legislature and with other fire service
organizations. That success can, and should,
continue and with the help of each of you we
can continue to improve the benefits and
safety of all firefighters.
May God continue to bless each of you, be
safe.

NCSFA Oﬃce 1.888.546.2732
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Treasurer’s Report
The paperwork sometimes is daunting during a
time of stress and we provide assistance as
necessary. My experience is this assistance is
very welcomed.
We are looking forward to another strong
year going forward.

Treasurer
Jay Howell, Past Chief
Nahunta Fire Department
Jay@NCSFA.com

As I prepare my annual report from the office of
NCSFA Treasurer there are a several significant items
that need to be reported to the membership.
We had a strong year on our investments regaining
our financial position from the previous year and also
experiencing growth at the time of this report. Our
annual report at Conference will reflect exact numbers.
The NCSFA 401 K plan for non-municipal
departments has grown to over 70 participating fire
departments with a total of over $18 million in
assets. The NCSFA Board has positioned itself with an
improved record keeper that is handling the safe
keeping of the funds.
Finance Director, Dean Coward, has completed the
second year of random audits of the local firefighter’s
relief funds. This has been an overall success in
several ways, not only bringing attention to the fact that
the funds are being looked at individually, but also
making the local fire departments aware of some of the
uses of the relief fund money on hand. It has been an
educational process for many of the department relief
fund boards.
The result is that firefighters are
benefiting from the intended use of the relief funds.
Unfortunately, we have had some members die in
the line of duty and also from off duty accidents this
year. We, as a board, have tried to be involved directly
with the fire departments and families with the
insurance benefits provided through their membership.
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Statistician’s Report
From the Numbers
Desk

Statistician
Dennis Presley, Past Chief
Skyland Fire and Rescue
dennis@NCSFA.com

As we prepare for another year with our
Association, I say again, this past year a lot has been
accomplished and a lot more work is to be done. Your
Board and staff work hard to take care of our
firefighters across this great State.
Under the
leadership of Chief Anthony Penland, your association
is one of the best associations in the nation.
This year has been a very busy year for
departments in North Carolina. The hurricanes,
flooding and devastation was something I saw
first-hand. My hat goes off to each of you for your work
around the clock in own communities and for the ones
who came in to assist others. It was amazing to see
how you cared for your communities and the people in
need. It makes me proud to be called member of the
NCSFA.
Last year you voted for the Historian project as a
part of the Statistician job. I am very proud to say your
Board has given us resources to get this project off
and running. You will begin to see information that will
be very interesting to all of us. It will make you proud
of our fire service heritage from the inception of
NCSFA to today’s fire service.
I am truly blessed to be a part of your NCSFA
Board and look forward to serving this next year.
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Western Director
Up for a Challenge?
Western Director
Quentin Cash
Battalion Chief, Shelby
Fire and Rescue Department
Assistant Chief, Cherryville
Fire Department
Quentin@NCSFA.com

As we end another year for the NCSFA, I want to
first say thank you to every firefighter in the
organization. It has been an honor to serve you. At the
end of the year, we always look back at our past
successes and failures and strive to do better in the
future. Last year closing the SAFRE Conference,
President Penland had the goal of ensuring this past
year would be about every single firefighter across the
state and not about him, the position, his department or
even his region. The NCSFA is doing just that, pushing
every day for more safety initiatives, more benefits, and
more legislative support for you.
We are trying
diligently to make your job easier.
The greatest benefit to me from being involved with
the NCSFA has been getting to meet and hear from the
members of our Association across this wonderful
State. North Carolina is truly lucky to have the
most
competent
and
committed
firefighters
everywhere, whether in the small rural department in
the Western mountains or the large career departments
on the beaches in the East.
It has been an
eye-opening experience to see that we all have similar
experiences and common challenges that need
addressing, ranging from our firefighters’ personal
welfare, including cancer or PTS/PTSD, worker’s
compensation
issues,
recruitment/retention
and
budgeting issues. Having the opportunity to serve has
afforded me the chance to take a more in-depth look on
tackling these opportunities from a State level, not just
my little corner of Cleveland and Gaston Counties. I
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found a common thread across the State that
could help in each issue listed above, and the
common thread is involvement. We have to be
committed to the betterment of the fire service
at all cost. This means getting involved any
way you can. Get involved in the county and
regional associations, get involved in the
NCSFA and NCAFC associations, get involved
in Legislative Day, get involved locally in
politics, and get involved in networking. We
aren’t going to truly affect change by sitting
around on our laurels and past successes. We
have to continually strive for more.
If you’re reading this article and you’re
coming to the SAFRE conferences every year,
I am probably preaching to the choir, but I am
going to ask you to step up even further. Think
back about how you got involved in the fire
service and in leadership roles. I bet that
someone took you “under their wing.” Some
senior Officer or the Fire Chief saw the
potential in you and decided to push you to
help make you and the department better.
They brought you to your first weekend fire
school,
SAFRE
conference,
NCAFC
Mid-Winter Conference, or the OSFM State
Weekend Fire Academy. They nurtured you.
They watched you fail, watched you succeed,
and offered life tips along the way. They were
your mentors. I know I wouldn’t be where I am
today without my mentor, and I am sure you
can say the same thing. We need more fire
service mentors, and that’s what I am asking
you to do now.
We are currently leading the newer
generations including Millennials who are
becoming our department Officers, and we are
hiring Generation Xers as new firefighters into
our ranks. Think about your next set of new
hires.
These eighteen-year-old firefighters
were born after the 9/11 terrorist attacks, which
have helped to define the current level of fire
and rescue services we offer. Times are
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changing, the people are changing, and
technology is changing.
These young
members need proper guidance and
leadership from someone who has been there
and done that.
John Wooden said, “Mentoring is your true
legacy. It is the greatest inheritance you can
give to others. And it should never end. It is
why you get up every day. To teach and be
taught. An individual needs to be open to being
mentored. It is our responsibility to be willing to
allow our lives and our minds to be touched,
molded, and strengthened by the people who
surround us.”
Imagine it’s the Super Bowl and you’re the
Head Coach. It’s the biggest game of the year.
It’s the fourth quarter and tensions are high. It
has been a tight game. You’re down four.
Only a touchdown will win the game. After the
kick-off, your star quarterback takes a head
shot, and he’s out for the game. What are you
going to do, Coach? You have seventy-five
yards to go with two minutes left. Your
back-up quarterback hasn’t seen the field all
year. Coach/Chief, now imagine that’s your
Fire Department . What’s going to happen if
you or your rising star retires or leaves?
So, are we truly preparing the next
generation of leaders to properly carry on the
strategic plans and goals of our fire
departments? Mentoring is crucial to the future
success of our organizations. We all want to
leave the fire service better than we found it.
We need to pass along our knowledge to our
staff members to set them up for future
success.
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When is the last time you brought someone
new to the SAFRE conference or to any
outside meeting for that matter? That back-up
quarterback who never played all season is
going to struggle in the Super Bowl. Getting
them into the game every now and then could
pay dividends. You must invest the time to
ensure your future leaders are taking the
necessary steps for your department to thrive
in the years to come.
I want to thank all current and former
NCSFA Board Members and Staff for their
dedication and drive for the firefighters of our
state. More goes on behind the scenes than
you’d ever expect.
I rejoice in our past
achievements and look forward to more
accomplishments in the future. I would be
remised if I did not thank the Western NC
Association of Firefighters, Chief Hunt and
Chief Cash, and all members on both the
Shelby Fire & Rescue and Cherryville FD
because serving the NCSFA Board truly
involves your entire agency.
In closing, one of the founding fathers of the
American Fire Service, Benjamin Franklin,
summed it up best when he said, “Tell me and
I forget, teach me and I may remember,
involve me and I learn.” So, I challenge you,
mentor and grow the members of your
department. Get them involved! Ensure your
back-up quarterback is ready to run the show,
and be on the sidelines cheering him or her on
every step of the way! Prepare them for the
future, because the future starts today!
Stay safe Brothers and Sisters!

NCSFA Oﬃce 1.888.546.2732
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Piedmont Director
Our Mission Is You
Piedmont Director
Chris Davis
Assistant Chief
Clemmons Fire
Department and
Assistant Chief, Retired
Forsyth County
Fire Department
Chris@NCSFA.com

Greetings from the Piedmont. I consider it an honor
to serve you as the Piedmont Director of the North
Carolina State Firefighters’ Association (NCSFA). My
first two years on the Board have flown by. Figuring out
the dynamics that make up the board and knowing
when to listen and when to speak continues to be a
challenge. Another challenge has been my mindset.
Coming onto the board, I had my own ideas of what I
thought was best for “my” fire service. I have learned
that looking at the fire service from a State point of view
and representing each one of you can be a daunting
task.

gear after a fire should no longer be
acceptable. If trying to get post-traumatic
stress under worker’s compensation is a
priority, then, we should educate and prepare
the new firefighters for what they might
encounter and consider funding. Firefighter
suicide is on the rise and has far reaching
effects. All of us need to be aware of subtle
signs of stress and be strong to know when
and where to get the appropriate help. If the
fire service is a brotherhood and sisterhood,
then we should all act like family and take care
of and lookout for one another. Alia Bhatt said,
“We are not a typical family that goes for a
movie on Sunday or has dinner together every
night. But we are strong as the Great Wall of
China. Nothing can stop us from supporting
one another and enduring each other’s pain as
well”.
The more things change the more they stay
the same. There will continue to be changes in
the fire service but the NCSFA remains
consistent, working for you, the firefighters.
The NCSFA is your association and it really is
all about you. “Our Mission is You.”

The fire service is ever changing in several areas
such as technology, computers, radios, building
construction, turnout gear, furnishings, vehicle
construction, alternative fuels, post-traumatic stress,
more medical calls, and being asked to do more outside
of firefighting along with personnel turnover. As leaders
and seasoned firefighters, it’s our job to train, to teach,
and to be the example for the new firefighters. We need
to be the leaders that will mentor, support and take the
time to get to know the new firefighters and teach them.
We all have different opinions, but we need to talk to
one another, and we all need to listen.
Since the fire service is ever changing, then what
have we learned? If presumptive cancer legislation is a
priority for the fire service, then trying to prevent cancer
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Eastern Director
Fire Service Family
Eastern Director
Richard Pulley
Fire Chief, Darlington
Fire Department
richard@NCSFA.com

Where do I begin? I guess the beginning, so here
goes. It was a hot, sunny day in June 1964, in a small
town in northeastern North Carolina... Wait a minute,
maybe not that far back.
In 1987, when I joined the Champion Int.
Emergency Response team, I never knew there was
the camaraderie/family that is the fire service.
Becoming a volunteer at Darlington VFD, in 2007,
opened my eyes to some of what was to come. I met
a new branch of my family tree. The next step of my
family reunion was to become involved with, and join,
the Eastern North Carolina Firefighter’s Association,
as an Executive Board member. Now, as this first
year as the Eastern Director of the North Carolina
State Firefighter’s Association comes to a close, I can
see even more family connections.
This year has had many good and bad times. We
have had new members join us, others move on to
other life choices, and still others we lost too early.
There was victories and losses on the legislative
battleground. These issues can be better fought with
the unity of all the 55,000 NC fire service members,
paid or volunteer, not only on Legislative Day, but all
year long. As a collective whole, the NC fire service
does not represent itself very well. Approximately 175
members, of the 55,000 members, roughly 3%
attended the 2019 Legislative Day. There are several
issues that need to be addressed, politically.
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Two of the more prevalent issues, that is
affecting our firefighters are PTS and cancer.
We have some programs, in place, to address
these issues, but we must make everyone
aware of them.
PTS is quickly becoming a major issue, or is
more people bringing the disease to light.
While PTS is a very real problem, we have a
lot of treatment plans and programs to help.
One of the common misconceptions of PTS is
keep it to yourself. This is by far, the worst
thing you can do. If you are suffering, or even
think this may be an issue, PLEASE seek help,
talk to someone, whether it’s someone you
know or professional help. I know a few
firefighters that struggle with this and believe
me, PTS is real.
Cancer is another disease we deal with
more than any other profession. The key to
stopping it is prevention. One of the best ways
to survive cancer is early detection, whether by
regular doctor visits or necessary scans. There
is a movement in NC to build a database of
firefighters who have cancer.
I know this article is vague and sort of
rambles on, but the objective of this is to
communicate with each other. If you have a
question, ask it, if you have a comment, say it.
All of us can become better by helping each
other.
I look forward to serving all of the firefighters
in NC, not just in the East, not just the
volunteers, not just the professionals, but All of
US.
In closing I would like to say thank you to the
firefighters of Eastern North Carolina, and the
Eastern NC Firefighter’s Association, for the
opportunity to serve on the NCSFA Board. But
mostly I would like to say thank you to my wife
Donna and my family for allowing me to spend
the needed time away from them to serve.
May God keep and bless each and every one
of you.
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Past President
Signing Off
Past President
Barry Overman, Weeksville
Fire Department
Assistant Chief, Retired
Elizabeth City Fire
Department
barry@NCSFA.com

Writing this annual report was a bit harder than
usual, understanding that it will be my last report from
a board position. For the last seven years I have been
blessed to work with many board members and the
excellent staff of this association. It would be
impossible to share all of the experiences that I have
been a part of, but I can assure you that you are a
member of one of the best fire organizations that
exists. Understanding the limited services that other
states are able to provide for their members, I am still
amazed at what we are able to offer every firefighter in
North Carolina for such a small annual membership
fee. While you live and work day-to-day and enjoy the
many benefits that the association provides, there are
those benefits of course that you never hope to have
to use, but it’s good to know that families are being
taken care of, and the children of our fallen heroes are
guaranteed an excellent education as well as other
wonderful benefits.
I am also reminded again of how important the
volunteer fire service is to our State. Firefighters are
challenged with more responsibilities now more than
ever. Whether career or volunteer, the training
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requirements to handle the types of
emergencies the fire service is faced with can
be overwhelming. Since recently retiring from
30 years as a career firefighter, I am now able
to become more involved in my volunteer
department that I’ve been a part of since 1987.
With that comes the reminder of how blessed I
was to have been paid a salary to do
something that I loved for so many years. I
took for granted the training and skills that I
was paid to learn, skills that I can continue to
use in my community as a volunteer. While
volunteer EMS and rescue squads have slowly
dwindled because of the increased time
commitment and the tremendous training
requirements, volunteer fire departments
continue to thrive in most communities across
this state. Fire calls that I signed up to respond
to in the late 80’s are far gone these days; with
false alarms and medical calls now creating
most of the call volume data. It is more
important than ever for our association to work
to provide continued and increased benefits for
all of our emergency responders, and
especially for those who provide it without any
compensation.
I am excited for what the future holds for
this association; we have become a leader in
the country with our business model and
benefits package for our members. These
things don’t just happen of course, and with
our continued partnerships with other fire
organizations, as well as our talented staff,
there truly is nothing we can’t accomplish.
I am humbled to have been a part of the
team for these last few years and I’ll proudly
continue to support the association and its
future board members as they work to continue
the legacy of working hard for our members.
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Incoming Western Director
Biography
As a third-generation firefighter, Chief Deaton began
his career as a volunteer for Mooresville Fire-Rescue in
1992. He was hired full-time as a firefighter at
Mooresville in 1996.

Incoming Western
Director
Curt Deaton
Fire Chief,
Mooresville
Fire - Rescue

curt@NCSFA.com

He has obtained many state and national
certifications along with a bachelor’s degree in Fire and
Emergency Services. He has graduated from the UNC
School of Government’s Professional Executive
Leadership Academy and Municipal Administration
Courses.
He is currently active in the following
associations: International Association of Fire Chiefs,
North Carolina State Firefighters Association, North
Carolina Society of Fire Service Instructors, North
Carolina Association of Fire Chiefs, Past President of
the Western North Carolina Association of Firefighters,
and the Iredell County Firefighter’s Association.
Curt resides in Mooresville with his wife Connie and
they have a beautiful daughter, Camryn and a son,
Sam.
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